Abstract-Periodic inversion of ferroelectric domains is realized in a lithium niobate crystal by focused femtosecond near-infrared laser beam. One and two-dimensional domain patterns are fabricated. Quasiphase matched frequency doubling of 815nm light is demonstrated in a channel waveguide with an inscribed periodic domain pattern with conversion efficiency as high as 17.45%.
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Lithium niobate (LiNbO 3 ) waveguides play a significant role in integrating many optical devices due to excellent electro-optic, acousto-optic, and nonlinear properties of this important material. In nonlinear interactions such as frequency conversion the phases of interacting waves can be synchronized in LiNbO 3 waveguide through the process of quasi-phase matching (QPM) [1] , which requires a periodic ferroelectric domain inversion to change the sign of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility at every coherence length. A common method used for ferroelectric domain engineering is electric field poling [2] , where a spatially modulated electric field is applied along the polar axis of the crystal. This method involves a photolithographic process to fabricate periodic electrodes and application of sequence of high voltage pulses to induce ferroelectric domain flipping. Apart from its complexity, this technique suffers from the restrictions imposed by the crystallographic orientation of the crystal. Consequently, while the Z-cut crystals are easily poled, other orientations require sophisticated design of electrodes and involve etching of the crystal [3] .
There have been considerable efforts in developing alternative methods of ferroelectric domain reversal to overcome the drawbacks of traditional electric field poling. In particular, the optical poling uses intense laser * E-mail: yan.sheng@anu.edu.au irradiation to either assist or directly induce domain inversion [4] . This approach becomes particularly interesting because of its unique advantages. For example, it overcomes the restriction that the electric field must be applied along the polar axis of the crystal. In addition, the light field can be manipulated more accurately with a resolution up to the diffraction limit. Therefore, it enables one to fabricate fine ferroelectric domains with better defined details than those produced by electric-field poling alone. The UV radiations are usually used in direct laser poling as their strong absorption by ferroelectric can produce a very high local temperature gradient for domain inversion. However, such a strong absorption of UV light restricts inverted domains into a shallow surface layer (few hundred nanometers). This severely limits the application of such an optically created domain pattern. So far no report has been made on the performance of these structures as a QPM frequency convertor.
In this work we demonstrate that the inversion of ferroelectric domains can be efficiently realized by using a tightly focused femtosecond infrared laser inside the LiNbO3 crystal without application of any electric field. As the LiNbO3 is transparent in the infrared, we can form ferroelectric domain patterns not only close to the surface but also deep inside the medium. We report on the fabrication of a variety of two-dimensional domain structures extending up to 60 microns deep inside the crystal. We used this domain inversion technique to fabricate a periodic domain pattern inside the channel waveguide and demonstrate efficient (17.45%) frequency doubling of 815nm light.
The experimental setup of the laser poling is shown in Fig. 1(a) . We used a Z-cut 500μm-thick congruent lithium niobate wafer. The infrared light was generated by a femtosecond oscillator (MIRA, Coherent) operating at 800nm, with a pulse duration of 180fs and a repetition The resulting focus spot is about 1.5µm in diameter. The beam was incident normally to the surface of the crystal. The beam was initially focused on the front (-Z) surface of the crystal. Then the sample was translated along the Zdirection so that the position of the focal region moved from the -Z toward the +Z-surface with an average speed of v=10m/s [5] . Figure 1(b) illustrates the physical principle of our in situ diagnostic of the domain inversion process. It is based on the emission of a transverse second harmonic beam, the so called Cerenkov beam. This emission takes place only when the fundamental beam illuminates the region of spatial modulation of the second order nonlinearity such as the domain wall, which separates regions of positive and negative χ (2) . When the fundamental beam is focused in the uniform region (constant nonlinearity) no Cerenkov signal is emitted. Therefore, the appearance of such a signal during the domain writing process indicates a local domain inversion. Figure 2 We believe that our femtosecond laser poling shares the same underlying physical mechanism as the UV light poling. The presence of a thermoelectric or/and pyroelectric field in the focal volume of the beam acts as a possible cause of domain inversion. As LiNbO3 is transparent in the infrared, the multi-photon absorption of high intensity light would heat the crystal in the focal area. While the used 800nm is too long for band to band two photon absorption (the band gap of LiNbO3 is ~4eV), the process could involve two or higher order photon absorption as well as defects or impurity states within the gap. As a further demonstration of our infrared optical poling technology, the ferroelectric domain engineered LiNbO 3 waveguide was used to generate quasi-phase matched second harmonic [7] . The Ti-indiffused LiNbO 3 channel wave-guide was formed on the −Z surface of a 500μm thick congruent crystal. It was fabricated by diffusing a 35nm thick Ti stripe with a width of 3μm into the crystal surface, using a diffusion time of 22 h and a diffusion temperature of 1010°C. The Ti waveguide was designed to support a single mode at the non-linear optical pump wavelength of 815nm, with a refractive index contrast of approximately Δn=0.001 and a mode depth of ~3μm. The loss of the waveguide was measured to be around 0.1dB/cm for both fundamental and second-harmonic TM modes. The quasi phase matching period is 2.74μm, aimed at frequency doubling of 815nm light. We used 10mm long waveguides with a periodic domain pattern covering the whole length as seen in Fig. 3 (a, b) . Prior to the nonlinear optical measurements, the waveguides with inscribed domains were annealed for 30 min at 200 o C to remove any residues of photorefractive effect. We used a NA=0.1 microscopic objective to focus the 815nm laser beam from the femtosecond oscillator (MIRA, Coherent) into the waveguide and collected the emitted second harmonic using a NA=0.2 microscopic objective. It should be stressed that the losses introduced by the femtosecond poling were negligible. Temperature tuning was used to optimize the frequency doubling process and the maximum harmonic output was achieved at 62.5 o C. In conclusion, we have demonstrated all-optical fabrication of quasi-phase matched structures based on ferroelectric domain inversion in LiNbO 3 wafers and waveguides using femtosecond infrared pulses. The proposed scheme allows one to realize an efficient quasiphase matching using the highest modulation depth of nonlinearity from χ (2) to -χ (2) , without introducing propagation loss for interacting waves. Conversion efficiency of 17.45% is measured for the second-harmonic generation in a 10mm long domain inverted pattern inside a Titanium in-diffused channel waveguide. Our results indicate that the infrared laser poling constitutes a powerful method for fabricating periodic ferroelectric domains in an all-optical manner, thereby allowing for a wealth of new possibilities for precise and flexible domain engineering. 
